WIN A WEX
A Day in the Life at AO.com
Your day in the life experience at AO will be based loosely on the sites which you saw in our intro
video. You’ll spend the day talking to professionals from all areas of the business to give you some
insight into how we relentlessly work together to have the happiest customers. You’ll get the chance
to speak to anyone from Digital Marketing professionals; Senior Managers in our Logistics depots
through to customer service agents working from home. We will create a day which is specific to
your career interests and includes virtual tours where possible, video chats and online activities.
Job roles include:
Logistics Apprentice – understanding what our logistics apprentices do, speaking to all of the
different departments they experience from project management to warehouse, speaking to our
learning providers Mantra Academy, and hearing a bit from our customers on why logistics has been
so very important especially during the Covid 19 crisis. Great if you’re a natural leader and a handson problem solver.
IT systems and engineering- speaking to the many different teams with many different skills sets
which are responsible for all of our back end processes to keep the business moving, from
developing new apps for our customers to helping manage our stock control system. Good if you like
coding, software or computer engineering and computer science.
Brand and Marketing- speak to professionals who get to manage our external brand; how we are
perceived by our customers and potential job applicants. Also people who manage our internal
brand and employee experience. If you have a creative brain and really understand people then
you’ll love this option!
Projects and delivery- these are the creators, the people who prioritise our “to do” list and ensure
that what we want to happen actually happens. They manage everything from implementing new
systems such as rolling out our voice picking technology in Crewe, to giving our ao.com website a
complete overhaul. Great if you enjoy seeing the results of your hard work and you are organised
and efficient.

How to Apply

Email CV and Cover letter to kerrie.salisbury@ao.com
To research the company visit www.ao.com

